IDEAS FOR CELEBRATING CDI WEEK 2017
From the CDI Week committee

1. To go along with the Wild West theme, hand out trail mix to especially conscientious documenters. Alternately, bring a cart of trail mix and tip cards by during a particularly busy time in the physician lounge.

2. Hand out pieces of candy with stickers listing the CDI departments’ contact info or a documentation tip.

3. Use the ACDIS "Wanted" poster to highlight each of the CDI team members in the hospital. Or, take a group photo and add it to the poster instead. Hang the posters around the hospital, including in the physician lounge.

4. Use the ACDIS crossword puzzles to run a friendly competition among the physicians and medical staff. Whoever finishes the puzzle the quickest should get a prize. Or, play the game within your CDI department and award prizes there too.

5. Deputize your especially helpful and thorough documenters. These individuals could be asked to further CDI’s influence or simply given a prize or candy for all their help.

6. Send helpful physicians thank you cards, both via email and as a physical card. Alternately, ask the department heads to recognize those helpful physicians themselves, too.

(For more suggested ways to celebrate, printable posters, and other printable materials, visit www.acdis.org).